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THE SPICE STRANDS

There are many productive ways in which to make use of the environment as
an educational tool. One approach is strictly classification: everything
has a name and a specific way of interacting with the univPrse. Scientists
describing unique objEcte use this taxonomical method as a principal operational procedure in their investigations. This method , ho\11ever, has a
drawback for the teacher with a limited scientific background , ~ho may not
know the multitude of specific names and conditions with which to describe
the environment scientifically.
Another way of approaching environmenta l study is through an investigative,
completely open-ended method. The teacher guides students in their attempts
to discover what is preEent in their surroundings and to place their discoveries into some kind of perspective. The advantage of this method is i~
provides the kind of study that activates sensory awareness and enables the
student to develop creative problem-solving techniques. The difficulty rests
with the development of research skills. Fesearch skills are another tool of
the scientific investigator, and aithough they would ~rovide a good br.ckgrcunc
in problem-solving for the student, it ta~es time to develop th~m .

The SPICE Strand ap?roach draws upon the advantages of both of these methods
while eliminating the disadvantages. It incorporates both the !-pecific end
the investigative approaches into a third approach with which both student
tmd teacher can feel more comfortable. It requires ident ifica ti on and
classification, but on a modified besis. It also requires open-ended inves tig~tion leading to problem-so lving.
Yet all of its requirements can be
taught by a teacher and fulfilled by a student who has little of the rigorous
scientific training demanded by the other approaches.
The Strand approach ~akca necessary a reorgsnizntion of thinking intc
unfamiliar patterns, which may at first be difficult. The valuable, unifyi~g
cha rec teris tic of the Strand approach, hcweyer, makes whatever initial
effort may be necessary unquesticnably worth~hile.
t1ni.v~rssl co;icepts a6 & "1}8.Y of drawirog
the environment under a tot~l, integrated "umbrella". They a::-e known as
the SPICE Strands because the first letter of each concept makes up one of
the letters of the word SPICE. Theoe concepts or Strands are:

The Strand approach uses five broad,

SIMJL<\FITJES A~D VARIETY: Many like:nesses ano differences
occur among living and nonliving things. A variety of functions ,
sizes, and structures exist in plants and stars, rocks and
animals , processes and people. Yet there are sufficient similarities
to permit their clsssification into orderly patterns. These classifications increase one's understanding of this world.
PATTERNS: Organi~ationsl patterns are kinds of structures that
may be found in rock formations as well as in social groups of
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people and aninals. functional patterns Include traffic movcmPnts
and classroom sch~tules. Spatial arrangements are patterns that
often plea$e us. Such patterns occur both in nature and in artistic design.

INTERACTION ANO Il'1ERD~PENDENCE: Nothing exists in i~olation.
Each individual ie constantly interacting with living and nonliving
things: his family, his belongings , his friends, his world. These
people and things also depend on the individual in order to fu~ction
properly. The process is continuous (as part of the life cycle)
even after d~ath, for dead life-forms nourish the living.
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE:

Both living and nonliving things are constantly changing--~hether among galaxies and planets or within body
cells and body systems. Some things remain the same in spite of ·
change. Hatter and energy may change in form, but they can never
be created or destroyed.

EVOLUTION A~"D ADPTATION: Over centuries and centuries , living
and nonliving thin~s al~er and develop in the proc~ss called
evolution. Probably the greatest nu~ber of ch3nges over the
longest periods of time come about in order to enable an organism
to adapt to the environ~ent. Hereditary factors then preserve
the continuing ele-ents. The characteristics that enablE the
organism tc adapt best (for example , the best food finder) are
apt to be the trai:s passed on from generation to generation , thus
ensuring survival of Lh~ species.
Similarities and variety means the simple recognition of each organic and
inorganic thing. A classification is derived by noting similar characteristics
in distinct objects. Once a classification is made, an object's Patterns
can be identified. What is the nature of its dEsign? Of its function
(what does it do)? Of its organization? The f~nctional pattern leads
directly to Interaction and Interdependence. How does the specific variety
interact with air, water, earth, (other) populations? As it Continues to
Change, it is constantly undergoing Evolution and Adaptation, according to
how it fits into the Pattern of existen~e. If a substance does not adapt
in its present form, it Evolves, through Continuity and Change, into a
new Variety, with a new Pattern of Interaction and Interdependence .
Using these large concepts, or Strands, teachers who have had no particular
scientific or ecological training can instruct or guide students toward
open-ended, purposeful activities. The &cope of the Strands can be focused
on the specific at almost any level of detail or sophistication. Within
the Strands there is a synthesis of environmental relationships . This
synthesis makes the Strands applicable to the wide range of disciplines
within the school prograo, yet the Strands provide a tool for study that
can be specifically related to the most widely differing ecological situations.
For example, Patterns can be applied to the arrangements of beach fauna
(biology), mountain ecology (natural history),, or people living in an urban
area (social sciences).
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One easy way to reoember the SPICE Strand framework is to examine the
Strands Pocket Model. Thete are five fingers on your pocket model, one
fo r each Strand:
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Similarity and Varietx - There are five projections on your hand
that a re so--;imilar to each othe r, they a re called fingers. But
there is ~o much variety in them that no two a re exactly alike .
In fact, no two fingers in the world are exactly alike. Once
this similarity and variety 13 observed , we can identify edttern~ .

Patterns - There is a pattern on the end of every finger called
fingerprints .
The re is an ~nd 1 ess vari~ of fingerprints
thongh they all follow a !limil!i_!. ,E~tern. There is a ..i?,.Btter·!}
in the -way the blood flows through your hand, from the heart
to arteries to tiny cspillaries in the hand, and back to the
hea rt through veins . These pattern~ lead directly to interactic~
and in.E,.c;,rdepc ncience .

!.!!£ Interd'i'pendenc.!:, • There is interaction when
the blood in your hand d~li~ers sugar to every tiny cel l in
excha:ige for t:aste mate:rial. Your fingers intP.ract, though
i ndependently , when t hey are play ing a guitar or ho lding a
hamburger. Your hand interacts when it is cold and by per spiring when it is hot. lnterac tion and interdependenc.e
subjects our hands to continuitv and change.
Intera~

Continu:u,y and Change - The veins and arteries in your hand
change as the temperature changes. The cells in your hand are
constQnt ly dying and being replaced by new cells. In fact ,
the hands you put in your pocket today are not the same hands
you had six weeks ago. As your hands continue to change , they
constantly undergo evolution and adaptation.

Evolution and Adaptation - Over long pedods of time , the human
hand has adapted to new situations. The opposable thumb allows
us to do marvelous things with our hands that most other animals
cannot . Evolution is change over long periods of time. The
hands of mar. s mil lion years from today may look and function
much different than thes e of today.

